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Directions:

1. Print pages #2  and #3

2. On the non-printed side of page #3 , apply glue on 

the back of the hat and the two straps.

3. Glue the back of page #3 to page #2 to where they 

are evenly aligned (the front and back of hat facing 

opposite directions. Tip: Hold your paper up to a 

window/light source to make sure lines are even 

before gluing. Firmly press down the two sides.

fi rmly press down the two sides.

4. Cut out your hat, along the outside edges of the 

hat. 

4. Then, cut out the two strips.

5. Decorate your Hat!

6. When your hat is ready. Glue the outer edges of  

your two strips to form a circle that fi ts securely 

around your head. Not enough room?

Feel free to print out page 13 for additional straps that may 

be trimmed down and glued for a better fi t.

7. Wear your hat, and create your own Hat Parade.
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Directions:

1. Print pages #6  and #7

2. On the non-printed side of page #7 , apply glue on 

the back of the hat.

3. Glue the back of page #7 to page #6 to where they 

are evenly aligned (the front and back of hat facing 

opposite directions. Tip: Hold your paper up to a 

window/light source to make sure lines are even 

before gluing. Firmly press down the two sides.

4. Cut out your hat, along the outside edges of the 

hat. 

4. Then, cut out two strips from page 13.

5. Decorate your Hat!

6. When your hat is ready. Glue the outer edges of  

your two strips to form a circle that fi ts securely 

around your head. Not enough room?

Feel free to print out page 13 again for additional straps that 

may be trimmed down and glued for a better fi t.

7. Wear your hat, and create your own Hat Parade.
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Glue Here
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Directions:

1. Print pages #9  and #10

2. On the non-printed side of page #10 , apply glue on 

the back of the hat.

3. Glue the back of page #10 to page #9 to where 

they are evenly aligned (the front and back of hat 

facing opposite directions. Tip: Hold your paper up to 

a window/light source to make sure lines are even 

before gluing. Firmly press down the two sides.

4. Cut out your hat, along the outside edges of the 

hat. 

4. Then, cut out two strips from page 13.

5. Decorate your Hat!

6. When your hat is ready. Glue the outer edges of  

your two strips to form a circle that fi ts securely 

around your head. Not enough room?

Feel free to print out page 13 again for additional straps that 

may be trimmed down and glued for a better fi t.

7. Wear your hat, and create your own Hat Parade.
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Word Search

HAT BOX
MILLINER
MOMMA
PARADE

BEADS
BONNET
BUTTONS
HAT

RIBBONS
TEA PARTY
TIARA
TRACY ROSE 
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1. Do you like wearing hats?  Do you have a special 

or favorite hat you wear often?

2. Was it was a good idea for Tiara to plan the 

surprise hat parade for her mother?  Why or why 

not?

3. Do you think Tiara’s mother will continue being 

an art teacher or go back to making hats again?  Can 

she do both jobs at the same time?

Discussion
Questions
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Extra Straps
Trim down straps for a better fit 
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Answer Key
Word Search Activity
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